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Testing innovation

SmartViser becomes an observer member
of the Global Certification Forum
One step ahead in the telecom ecosystem for SmartViser
as it joins Global Certification Forum as an observatory member.
Global Certification Forum, widely known as GCF is an active partnership between mobile
operators, mobile device manufacturers and the test industry and provides an independent
certification program to ensure global interoperability between mobile devices and networks.
SmartViser, an already recognized actor in the test industry thanks to its cutting-edge end-to-end
automated testing solutions, which support their customers such as Elisa, Orange, SFR, Wiko, in
their daily testing activities.
As a new observer member, SmartViser will look to contribute to GCF’s continuous development of
its requirements based on the fast technological changes that influence the industry. The certification
framework is covering a variety of cellular technologies such as GERAN (GSM), UTRAN (UMTS)
and E-UTRAN (LTE, LTE Cat M, NB IoT) .
SmartViser is looking forward to attend the first GCF Steering Group Meeting (SG73) in the UK in
December 2017 hosted by IoTAS and meet other industry experts.
Xavier Frere, SmartViser’s CTO explains: "We are perfectly aligned with GCF’s objectives and
also have as a main priority to help our partners and customers reduce costs and improve the endusers experience. Our proposed solutions have a particular focus in QoS and QoE measurement
and improvement."
SmartViser is aiming to actively support GCF and its activities and regular attend events and
meetings organized by GCF.

Testing innovation

About SMARTVISER.
Founded in 2014, SmartViser is the forerunner of embedded testing solution
for smartphones, tablets and networks, based on the virtual user concept.
SmartViser evolves into B2B market and is dedicated to network operators,
mobile manufacturers, retailers, benchmark experts and all organizations
that evaluate Customer Experience, (devices and networks).
To this date SmartVisers’ solutions have already conquered major telecom
operators, mobile manufacturers, retailers and medias. The company’s
ambitions is to become the reference partner for connectivity challenges,
based on its unique customer experience approach.

About global certification forum.
The Global Certification Forum, (GCF), is the organisational backbone to
GCF Certification. Founded in 1999, this membership organisation brings
together technical experts from the world's leading Manufacturers, Operators
and the Test Industry. Together members define the certification requirements
that really work for the industry - because they have been developed by the
industry.
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